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Many are now chasing the term ‘Dr’ (of phi-
losophy) and want to get it by any means.
Before, the PhD required long nights of

study and efforts in gathering information to
become competent and qualify for it. There are
now many ways to get the title without any effort
or perseverance, and this is what can be called the
way of ‘premeditation.’

I sat earlier in the week with some prominent
ladies who carry a lot of scientific and practical
knowledge without having the ‘Dr’ title. Despite
the fact that they do not have that title, they have
enough knowledge and experience that make me
call each one of them ‘Professor,’ which is much
more than ‘Dr’ and many of them do not have the
minimum necessary information for this esteemed
title, either in regards to their fields or in general.
The ladies were asking questions during our talk
about the deterioration of the level of some mem-
bers of the teaching faculty, when one of the
ladies mentioned the name of a personality whom
she asked one day about the education issue and
whom answered that the education situation has
gone notably low. And then the lady asked me
about my opinion about this issue, so I gave her a
short answer: Didn’t the lady tell you that she is
one of the factors in this low level?

The ladies were surprised with what I said and
asked me to explain, so I said: “The reason for the
deterioration of education is that some of those
who carry the title ‘Dr’ do not really have the
degree.” And before the surprise and astonishment
by you, ask me: How? And do state authorities
know that?

I will say, yes, state authorities know, and the
Audit Bureau inform the concerned authorities
each year, yet, with regret, it is still the same. This
is not limited to those who carry the ‘Dr’ title,
rather there are those who have the “Professor”
title, which is a higher scientific rank specially for
those who did not even write one alphabet in a
research or did not carry field experiments to get
the title, rather they got the title through career
graduation or wasta (favor). So when that lady
speaks about deterioration, isn’t she one of those
who do not have a PhD and she has the “Professor”
title?

Was not she the one who promoted many to
“Professor,” while they do not have any research
and experiments? This is not limited to that lady,
but many have become carriers of PhD with “pre-
meditation.” In conclusion: “He who says I am
knowledgeable, then he is ignorant.” - Omar bin
Al-Khattab

—Translated by Kuwait Times

A premeditated
doctorate
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Crime
R e p o r t

Suspicious ‘drone’
over Bayan Palace

KUWAIT: Concerned security authorities are investigating
an incident of a small plane with a camera that flew over
Bayan Palace and got tangled in a palm tree in the palace
garden. Security sources said the incident took place
Thursday when an Egyptian working at the palace noticed
the plane flying over then disappearing, so he told those
concerned. Sources said state security and arm intelligence
looked for the plane and found it stuck in a palm tree. The
plane was dismantled and a camera was found on it.
Investigations are ongoing.

Mosque damage 

Riqqa police station investigator sent a citizen in his
thirties to the psychiatric hospital for his actions and
for failing to explain the damages he caused in a
mosque by destroying the main gate and the door of
the imam’s room. A security source said a call came
about the incident so patrols were sent there and the
suspect was arrested. The investigator noticed that the
man was not coherent so he ordered him sent to the
psychiatric hospital to determine his mental condition.

Insult

A security source said a policeman in Fintas stopped a car
driven by a woman and asked her for her ID, but she
refused and insulted him and said, “Why should I give you
my ID? I only give it to commissioned officers. I am going
to hit you with a case that will make you wonder.” The
woman was taken to Fintas police station, where her iden-
tity was seen and turned out to be a citizen. She was
charged with insulting a public employee while on duty.

Oil

Reckless driving

Jahra police answered the appeals of Sulaibiya resi-
dents about reckless drivers in their area and launched
a campaign that resulted in the arrest of some of them
and the impoundment of their cars.

Drunk

A police patrol saw a man and a Filipina inside a car in
Farwaniya and noticed they were visibly drunk. A case of
public drunkenness against the two revealed that the man
is a wanted citizen on a civil case and the woman has an
absconding case against her. Both were arrested and sent
to concerned authorities. 

False alarm

State security and Ahmadi police responded to a call
about a strange person parked in a suspicious way
near an Ahmadi mosque, only to find the man was
actually the mosque’s guard. The guard told them he
wanted to take a breather outside. —Al-Rai

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti government
plans to adopt legislations to tackle
the visa trafficking issue by introduc-
ing tougher penalties against
employers who fail to provide jobs
for workers they recruit from outside
the country.

On that regard, Minister of Social
Affairs and Labor, State Minister for
Planning and Development Hind Al-
Subaih said in a letter sent to MP
Saud Al-Huraiji who had submitted
inquiries earlier about the topic that
the proposed penalties include a jail
term ranging between one and
three years, as well as a KD 1,000 to
KD 5,000 fine for violators of article
10 of the labor law in the private
sector. The current law stipulates a
maximum three-year jail sentence
and/or a maximum KD 1,000 fine for
violators of the same article.

Subaih also said that the ministry
closed down the files of 517 compa-
nies between June 1, 2015 and June
30, 2015 that are owned by employ-
ers who violated said article, Al-
Qabas reported yesterday. Kuwait
has been straggling in recent years
to fight visa trafficking; a form of
human trafficking in which employ-
ers sell visas to workers outside who
are willing to pay high fees for a
chance to work in the oil-rich Gulf
region. The US Department of State
maintained Kuwait’s Tier 3 raking in
the Trafficking in Persons Report
2015 for the eighth straight year.

Human trafficking
Subaih had spoken in a recent

interview about visa trafficking, say-
ing that she tried since becoming
minister to apply the human traffick-
ing law and its punishments includ-
ing the life in prison and hard labor
sentences. “Some files of violating
employers were sent to the prosecu-
tor general, but because the viola-
tions are considered misdemeanors
and not felonies, we were prompted
to prepare a proposal to stiffen pun-
ishments and will be sent to con-
cerned authorities within days,” she
told Al-Rai daily. “We do not spare
any effort in taking all legal means
to fight the phenomena of visa traf-
ficking, as violating employers are
sent to the investigations depart-

ment to take legal action against
them, the names of companies with
suspended files were published in
newspapers to have workers adjust
their status, and we are coordinating
with the Central Tenders committee
not to award tenders to any violat-
ing company,” she added.

Demographic structure
Meanwhile, minister Subaih said

that the authorities are “preparing
the features with regards to the
demographic structure, as the com-

mittee studying the issue has com-
pleted its mission and sent its study
to the education committee at
Cabinet to study the results of the
study and take the necessary
action.”

About the possibility of setting
quotas on nationalities, Subaih said
“the committee concerned with the
demographic structure study includ-
ed in its report several recommen-
dations that will have positive
effects in dealing with the deficit in
the marketplace, and in a way that
will limit the use of expatriate labor
to skilled and technical workers
while eliminating marginal labor.
This will give the opportunity for the
national labor to enter the market-
place in both the private and oil sec-
tors, and that was alluded to in the
committee’s report to apply the
quota system within certain stan-
dards.”

Developmental projects
Regarding developmental proj-

ects in Kuwait, Subaih said that
they will go on regardless of the
fluctuating oil prices. The projects
wil l  not be affected by low oil
prices because they are carried out
as per the build-operate-transfer
(BOT) model, Subaih said, adding
that the private sector carries out
projects in accordance with the
government’s vision, and indicat-
ing that 50 percent of the develop-
ment plan’s budget is funded by
the private sector. She added that
any reductions in spending will be
made in operational spending,
while capital spending will not be
affected.

NGOs
Regarding violating NGOs, minis-

ter Subaih said that the ministry
began issuing tickets against
organizations in violation of the law
away, adding that the “law is the
scale of Hind Al-Subaih.” “I naturally
like to apply the law and we began
doing so, regardless of names,” she
said, adding that “many people got
upset with me including some of
family members, and I had asked
those working with me to give me
the names of violating NGOs with-
out any regard to names.”

About accusations that the min-
istry takes politically-motivated
actions against certain NGOs,
Subaih denied such accusations,
saying that the evidence is that
“during the last four meetings with
10 NGOs, Sunni and Shiite, Salaf,
Brotherhood, and Red Crescent, the
law was there.” Subaih said the
worst problem in the issue of col-
lecting donations now concerns
individuals who transfer money, or
travel and deliver donations in cash.

Security
Subaih emphasized the impor-

tance of the security situation in
the country, saying that it is a basic
target of the ministry which is keen
on guaranteeing laws and rules
that contribute to boosting securi-
ty in the country by eradicating
marginal labor and concentrate on
skilled technical labor.

Compulsory jail term for
visa traffickers mulled

‘Recommendations studied’ to adopt quotas on nationalities

Hind Al-Subaih

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait’s Chief Operating Officer Hani ElKukhun and Corporate Communications
Department Director Mijbil Alayoub recently visited the Ministry of Education, where they met with
Assistant Undersecretary for Educational Facilities and Planning Dr Khalid Al-Rushaid to discuss
preparations to execute an agreement signed between the two sides.


